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RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
Problem lll. Posed by S.G. Krantz and T.D. Parsons 
Correspondent: S.G. Krantz 
Department of Mathematics 
Washington University 
St. Louis, Missouri 63130 
U.S.A. 
Let F be a finite family of open disks of arbitrary positive radii in the plane 
such that no disk contains the center of another disk. Let G be the intersection 
graph of F, that is, the vertices of G correspond to the open disks and two 
vertices of G are adjacent if and only if the corresponding disks intersect. 
Let chr(G) and cl(G) denote the chromatic ilumber and cliclue number, 
respectively, of G. Let G be the set of all such intersection graphs. Determine 
and 
M1 = max{chr(G): G E G} 
A4.. = max{cl(G): G E G}. 
It is known that 7 s Mz s Ml 6 20. The lower bound is due to Mohar and Malnic. 
The upper bound is established in [I]. 
Reference 
[l] S.U. Krantz and T.D. Parsons, Antisocial subcover of self-centered coverings, Amer. Math. 
Monthly 93 (1986) 45-48. 
Problem 112. Posed by Katherine Heinrich and W.D. Wallis 
Correspondent: Katherine Heinrich 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
Simon Fraser University 
Bumaby BC V5A lS6 Canada 
There are two teams, A and B, and each team has 2n members. In the 
competition all games involve four players (two from each team) and games are 
plqed in rounds. (A round is a set of n games involving all 4n of the players.) 
I%e competition is to be scheduled so that at its end every pair of players from 
the same team have met in either s or s + 1 games and every pair of players from 
different teams have met in d or d + 1 games. Given that r rounds are to be 
played the problem is to determine asatisfactory schedule. Clearly, for I rounds, 
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s = Lrl(2n - l)] and d = [r/n] l Let us call such a schedule an (n, r)-schedule. 
(For details on all undefined terms used in this note see [l].) 
This problem was first asked several years ago by V. Klee. Since then we have 
encountered it on three other occasions. 
(1) In notes of T.D. Parsons there is a (5,5)-schedule, with comments 
indicating that it was constructed in response to a request from the general public. 
(2) Several months ago we received a call from a woman who was having a 
party to which 12 couples had been invited. At the party 6 different games each 
for four people were to be played. At the end of the evening everyone was to 
have played every game exactly once, each time a game was played it was to be 
played by two men and two women, and the people were to be “as mixed up as 
possible”. Notice that a solution is a (6,6)-schedule with the additional 
requirement that there is a second resolution of the games (other than that 
defined by the rounds). Each “round” of the second resolution corresponds to 
one of the six different games being played and so this secono resolution is 
orthogonal to the first; that is, rounds from different resolutions have exactly one 
game in common. With this additional resolution let us call the schedule a 
resolvable (n, r)-schedule. 
(3) More recently NJ. Pullman asked about the existence of (resolvable) 
(n, n)-schedules, expressing the problem in terms of biclique partitions of 
bipartite graphs. 
We will now state what is known about the problem. As indicated the case 
r = n (when every pair from different teams plays together exactly once) is 
particularly interesting. Also of interest are the cases r = 2n - 1 (when every pair 
from the same team plays together exactly once) and r = n(2n - 1) (when every 
pair from the same team plays together n times, and pairs from different teams 
play together 2n - 1 times), 
Result 1. There is an (n, mn(2n - I))-schedule for all n and m. 
Coll!?mlction. Let s= {I$, &, . . . , F2n-1} be a l-factorization of I& and let 
Ce= {G,, G2,. . . , G,} be a l-factorization of K,,,. Let the members of team A 
be AI, AZ,. . . , Ah and the members of team B be RI, B2, . . . , Bh. For each 
I;;: = I& 4, @3,a4], l . . 9 bh--1, a2&, and each Gk = 
((1, b,}, (2, b,), . . . , {n, b,}}, where 1 s aj s 2n, 1 s bj s n, we have the round 
{{Aozi_l,Aa2i, B,,_,, B,,):l+~n}, P=3~2n-1, lsksn. Thusweobtaina 
schedule for m =’ 1 and by replication an (n, mn(2n - 1))-schedule. 
(Note that one round may now be deleted to obtain an (n, mn(2n - 1) - l)- 
schedule.) 
Result 2. There is an (n, n)-schedule whenever there is a set of three pairwise 
orthogonal latin squares of order n. 
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Construction. Let the latin squares be A = (a&, B = (6,) and C = (Q), and sup- 
pose that all are based on the set {1,2, . . . , n}. Using the notation of the pre- 
V~CUS resllt we define the rounds by {{A,, Aq+,, Bi, Bj+,}: cii = k}, 1 G k G P-L. 
Corollary 3. There is a resolvable (n,n)-schedule whenever there is a set of four 
pa&w&e orthogonal Iatin squares of order pt. 
Construction. Repeat the construction of Result 2. If the fourth square is 
D = (dij), then the orthogonal round: are {(A,, Abii+,, Bi, Bj+n) : du = k}, 
1SkSn. 
Observe that by deleting any n - r, 1 G r < n - 1, rounds from the above two 
schedules we obtain (n,r)-schedules and resolvable (n,r)-schedules. Also, if n is 
even it is easy to see that a round may be added to the construction given for 
Result 2 to obtain an (n, .-z + I)-schedule. 
Result 4. There is a (2,r)schedule if and only if r = 0, 1, S(mod 6). 
Proof. We have a (26)schedule from Result 1, and both (2,1)- and (2,5)- 
schedules are easily constructed. 
Let r = 6k + 2 and suppose that the pairs AI~2 and AIA3 occur in 2k + 1 
games, and the pair AlA4 occurs in 2k games. The pair AIBl occurs in 3k c 1 
games and we assume first that at least k + 1 of these games contain the triple 
AIA2BI= There are 2k + 1 rounds of the form {{A,, A3, l , l }, {AZ, A4, l , - }} 
and 2k rounds of the form {{A,, A4, l , l }, {AZ, As, l , l }}. In each of these 
4k c 1 rounds B1 occurs, and hence it occurs at least 2k + 1 times with Al or at 
leas 2k + 1 times with AZ. So either the pair AIBl or the pair A2B1 occurs 
at least 3k + 2 times; a contradiction. The only other possibility is that at least 
k + 1 of the games containing AI B1 contain the triple AIA4BI. On consider- 
ing the 4k +2 rounds of the form {{Al, AZ, l , l ), {As, Ad, l , l }} and 
{{A,, A3, l , l }, {AZ, A4, l , l }} a contradiction follows. 
Let r = 6k + 3 in which case all 2airs A,Ai occur in 2k + 1 games. The pair 
A, B1 occurs in at least 3k + 1 games and we may assume that at least k + 1 of 
these games contain the triple A1A2BI. Then in the 4k + 2 rounds of the forms 
{{A,, & l 9 l 1, {AZ, 4, l 9 l 1) and {{A,, 4, l , t }, {&& l 9 l }} we find that 
the pairs A& and A2B1 must each occur exactly 2k + 1 times, so that in total 
they occur exactly 3k + 2 times. In addition AIA2B, occurs exactly k + 1 times 
and A3A4B1 exactly k times. Suppose now that A1A3B1 occurs x times, A1A4B1 
occurs y times, A2A4B1 occurs z times and A2A3B1 occurs w times. Then we have 
x+y=y+w =w+z=x+z=2k+l, andsox=wandy=z. Butwealsohavc 
3k+lsk+~+w~33k+2, and 3k+l~k+y+z~3k+2, which force x= 
Y=z= w = k + 1; a contradiction. 
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Let I = 6k + 4. This proof in this case is very similar to the case r = 6k + 2 and 
so is omitted. 
Problem. Determiue all values of it and r for which there exists a (resolvable) 
(n,r)-schedule and in each instance construct such a schedule. 
Reference 
[l] T. Beth, D. Jungnickel and H. L.enz, Design Theory (Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
